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粤遭泽贼则葬糟贼

韵遭躁藻糟贼蚤增藻 To explore the effect on spatial memory after cervical lymphatic trunk blockage in rats.
酝藻贼澡燥凿泽 24 male Wistar rats were randomly divided into the model and sham-surgery groups. All the rats were
trained with information swim(IS) and choice swim (CS). The former represents spatial reference memory, and the
later examined spatial working memory. The model rats were blocked in cervical lymphatic trunk as lymphostatic encephalopathy (LSEP) models. Acquired spatial memories were tested during 6-8 days and 15-17 days after operation.
砸藻泽怎造贼泽 The latency of information swim of the 6-8 days model rats was significantly longer than that of the sham's
(孕<0.01), but there was no significant difference of choice swim between both groups(孕>0.19). 悦燥灶糟造怎泽蚤燥灶 Lymphostatic encephalopahy can damage spatial reference memory, but has no impact on working memory of the rats.
运藻赠 宰燥则凿泽 lymphostatic encephalopathy; spatial reference memory; spatial working memory;
cervical lymphatic blockage

memory can be damaged in many brain disS patial
eases.Lymphostatic encephalopathy (LSEP)
is
cephalic hyperproteinemia caused by the brain lymph
drainage blockage, accompanied with quantities of clinical manifestations. Of which, memory decrease is a
common clinical manifestion. Many animal models have
been studied in LSEP effects to brain functions. [1, 2], but
few researches were reported about the effects to spatial
memory.Spatial memory was classified as spatial reference memory and spatial working memory. Markowska
has designed the delayed nonmathing to position task
(DNMPT) in the water maze, which can test spatial reference memory and spatial working memory in the same
condition [3]. So it is comparable of the effects to both
memory of various factors. To explore the effect to
spatial memory, cervical lymphatic trunk was blocked
in rats to make the model of lymphostatic encephalopathy. Water maze task can test spatial reference memory
and spatial working memory.

酝粤栽耘砸陨粤蕴杂 粤晕阅 酝耘栽匀韵阅杂
耘曾责藻则蚤皂藻灶贼葬造 葬灶蚤皂葬造泽
24 male Wistar rats(2耀3months). After formation of
spatial memory, they were randomly divided into 2
groups: model group, whose cervical lymph nodes were
removed and lymphatic trunk was blocked;
sham-surgery groups, who were under sham surgery.

孕则蚤灶糟蚤责造藻 燥枣 藻曾责藻则蚤皂藻灶贼葬造 凿藻泽蚤早灶
For adaptive training , one session consisting of
nine trials was conducted each day for 3 days;task training 10 days, 9times/day; 3days break; cervical lymph
nodes were removed and bilateral cervical lymph trunks
were blocked; spatial memory tests were conducted 6耀8
days (when edema was significant) and 15 耀17 days
(when edema disappear) after surgery. The procedure is
the same as preoperation.
晕燥灶 皂葬贼糟澡蚤灶早原贼燥原责燥泽蚤贼蚤燥灶 贼葬泽噪
Water maze was taken by Markowska. Briefly, the
tank was 1.8 m in diameter and filled with water at a
temperature of 24.6益. The collapsible escape platform
(Lucite, 10 伊10cm) was either 1 cm below the surface
of the water for the regular training trials ( platform trials) to allow the animal to climb onto it or beneath the
surface of the water and thus unavailable to the rat during the variable-interval probe trials.
A Plexiglas
T-shaped partition was inserted in the water tank (1.3m
in diameter) to create a start section and two choice sections. A sliding panel either remained centered, allowing access to both choice sections, or was moved to one
side to block one section. A collapsible escape platform
(10cm2) was located in each one of the two choice sections. In the raised position, the top of the escape platform was 1 cm below the surface of the water, and in
the lowered position, the top of the platform was 19 cm
below the surface of the water. Only one platform was
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available (raised position) for the rat for each trial. To
train the rat to swim and climb onto the platform, a
straight swim procedure (one session, 10 trials) was conducted. A second shaping procedure, using the "T" partition, trains the rat to swim to the platform located in
either choice section of the water maze (2 consecutive d,
nine trials/d), with starting point at the entrance to the
choice section (day 1) or in the start section (day 2). For
training, each trial consisted of two parts: an information Swim (IS) and a choice swim (CS). For IS, one
choice section was open; the platform was located in the
open section in its raised position. The rat was allowed
60 sec to locate the platform. After 10 sec on the platform, the rat was placed in a holding cage for 1 min.
For the CS, both choice sections were open, but only
the platform in the section that was closed previously
was available to the rat. If the rat entered the incorrect
section, the sliding door was closed, confining the rat
for 30 sec. After punishment, the sliding door was
opened, and the rat was allowed to locate the platform in
the correct section. One session consisted of nine trials
(intertrial interval was 10 min). And choice accuracy is
the comparion between the times of straight swim to
platform and total swim times.
杂怎则早藻则赠
Rats were anesthized with 1% pentobarbitol and
fixed , disinfected. Longitudinal incision was made in
the median line of neck. All superficial lymph nodes
were separated and removed, lymph vessels were ligated and stump was electically scorched.Profound cervical
lymph nodes were separated beside the jugular vein, and
cervical lymphatic trunk was ligated. Skin was sutured.
In sham-surgery groups skin was incised and then su-

tured, without any management of lymph node and vessels.
杂贼葬贼蚤泽贼蚤糟葬造 葬灶葬造赠泽蚤泽
All data were analyzed with SAS5.03 software and
expressed as 依s. Mean comparisons were performed using two-tailed paired Student's t test.

砸耘杂哉蕴栽杂
孕则藻泽怎则早蚤糟葬造 泽责葬贼蚤葬造 贼藻泽贼
Information swim time is to test spatial reference
memory. In the presurgical training period, information
swim time of the rats decreases gradually with the increase of training days, the 1st day: 18.84依5.27s, the
10th :4.62依0.98s, there is significant difference between
them(孕<0.01).The 8th to 10th day, model group 5.56依
0.85s, sham surgery group 5.37依0.79s, no significant
difference is seen between them(孕>0.21).
Choice swim time is the period to find the hidden
platform. Choice swim time decreases gradually with
the increase of training days, the 1st day 8.24依2.13s, the
10th day 3.67依0.98s, there is significant difference between them(孕<0.01). The 8th to 10th day, model group
3.81依0.64s, sham surgery group 4.19依0.98s, no significant difference is seen between them(孕<0.13).
酝藻皂燥则赠 贼藻泽贼 远耀愿凿葬赠泽 葬枣贼藻则 泽怎则早藻则赠
Information swim time of LSEP rats prolongs significantly.Model group 8.86依1.01s, sham surgery group
5.52依0.82s, there is significant difference between them
(孕<0.01). Information swim time of model group and
sham surgery group(6耀8days after surgery) are shown as
table 1

栽葬遭造藻 员 Information swim time after surgery (x依s, seconds)
Groups
Model group
Sham surgery group

6 days

7 days

8 days

8.24依0.66
5.85依0.46

10.45依0.24
5.68依0.83

7.65依0.77
5.45依0.62

Choice swim time Model group 4.21依0.52s, sham surgery group 4.19依0.32s, no significant. difference is seen between them
(孕>0.19)

栽葬遭造藻 圆 Information swim time after surgery (x依s, seconds)
Groups
Model group
Sham surgery group

15 days

16days

5.75依0.53
5.67依0.84

5.82依0.42
5.91依0.34

17days
5.51依0.37
5.46依0.56

Choice swim time Model group 4.12依0.23s, sham surgery group 4.28依0.25s, there is no significant difference between them
(孕>0.15)
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杂责葬贼蚤葬造 皂藻皂燥则赠 贼藻泽贼 员缘耀员苑凿葬赠泽 葬枣贼藻则 泽怎则早藻则赠
Information swim time model group 5.81 依0.43s,
sham surgery group 5.54依0.51s, no significant difference is seen between them (孕>0.12). Information swim
time of model group, sham surgery group(15耀17days after surgery) is shown as table 2

阅陨杂悦哉杂杂陨韵晕
Changes of spatial reference memory in LSEP
Memory mailnly consists of three parts: acquisition,
consolidation and retrieval. In this experiment, it was
proved that spatial reference memory of rats declines in
LSEP, that's to say, retrograde memory declines. It has
been proved by Smith and Scheff et al [6, 7] that damages
to cortex will hurt spatial referenc memory of rats and
mice; Chen et al[8, 18] proved that after bilateral lesions of
hippocampus, mentaintion of spatial reference memory
would deline. All these results were similar to our experiment. In this experiment, there was no significant
difference in information swim time between sham
surgery group and model group 15耀17days after surgery,
which proves spatial reference memory of rats recovers.
Spatial working memory is intact in LSEP models 6 耀
8days and 15耀17days after surgery, there is no significant difference in choice swim time between model
group and sham surgery group, which proved that spatial
working memory is intact. Hamm et al [9] think that spatial working memory will be hurt after brain damages ,
which is different to our study. It's possibly because:①
the intervals between acquisition and consolidation were
different in these two studies. In Hamm's experiment,
the intervals were 4 minutes. So the longer intervals
added more complexity, since the animals should take
more time to keep memory[10]; ② task difficulty is different in these two water maze.Although spatial working
memory is tested in water maze, the position of platform
and entrance to water of rats changes frequently in
Hamm's experiment.
Possible mechanism to the memory damages of
LSEP in LSEP, spatial reference memory and spatial
working memory are tested in the same conditions. So
the task conditions are not the cause of different effect to
the two memories. Hippocampus plays the key role in
spatial learning and memory [11] and damages to hippocampus can affect spatial working memory[12, 15, 16] and
spatial reference memory[5,8]. But it is reported that other
parts of brain take part in the regulation of spatial working memory[13]. In LSEP, edema was different in portions
of the brain [4], so did the changes of the functions. Hip-

pocampal formation is affected more by protein edema,
and it is essential to the mentaintion of spatial reference
memory[14,17]. Thus the spatial reference memory was significantly affected in model group. Besides hippocampus, working memory depends more on neocortex and
somewhere, which are less affeceted by protein edema.
So changes of spatial working memory were not significantly.
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